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In this document we provide details about the architectures of our networks for two-stage synthetic-to-real translations (Section 1). We also show additional visual comparisons against other methods and baselines for each stage
(Section 2).

shading and remove potential artifacts by applying a guided
filter layer [7] after the output layer of the shading generator.
The guided filter layer h(·) takes the OpenGL shading, So ,
and translated OpenGL shading, GSo→p (So ), as input, and
outputs the predicted shading, S̄p .

1. Network architecture and training details

a, b = gr,σ (So , GSo→p (So ))

(1)

To facilitate the description of network architectures, we
use the following notations to represent a network block:

S̄o,i = ak ∗ So,i + bk , ∀i ∈ ωk ,

(2)

where wk is a local r × r window centered at pixel i, σ is a
scalar that controls the smoothing extent, and a, b are computed by minimizing the reconstruction loss between So and
GSo→p (So ) subject to the local linear model in Equation 2.
The guided filter performs edge-aware smoothing [1], and
by using the OpenGL shading image as guidance, we ensure
that the filter can effectively smooth the predicted shading
without blurring across important edges. In our experiments,
we set radius, r = 4, and regularization parameter, σ = 0.01.

a) u-cX1 -kX2 -sX3 -in/ln-rl/th/lkrl represents a
block with a nearest-neighbor upsampling layer u with
a scale factor of 2, a convolutional layer with output
channels X1 , kernel size X2 , stride X3 , instance normalization in or layer normalization layer ln, activation
functions ReLU rl, Leaky ReLU lkrl or hyperbolic
tangent th,
b) RX4 denotes a residual block [2] that contains two 3 ×
3 convolutional layers with the X4 input and output
channels.

Discriminator. We use the same PatchGAN [3] architecture
S
for both shading discriminator Do→p
and image discriminaI
tor Do→p :
c64-k4-s2-lkrl,c128-k4-s2-in-lkrl,
c256-k4-s2-in-lkrl,c512-k4-s2-in-lkrl,
c1-k4-s1
We use Leaky-ReLU with a slope of 0.2 as the activation
functions for intermediate convolutional blocks, and sigmoid
for the output layer. In addition, we also apply a two-scale
design for the discriminators. Specifically, each discriminator has two identical networks which distinguish original
real and fake samples as well as the samples after being
downsampled with a factor of 2.

1.1. OpenGL-to-PBR translation
Generator. Similar to Wang et al. [6], our generator GSo→p
contains two sub-networks: a local and a global network.
The global generator has 3 downsampling blocks and 9 residual blocks:
c64-k7-s1-in-rl,c128-k3-s2-in-rl,
c256-k3-s2-in-rl,c512-k3-s2-in-rl,R512,
R512,R512,R512,R512,R512,R512,R512,R512,
u-c256-k3-s1-in-rl,u-c128-k3-s1-in-rl,
u-c64-k3-s1-in-rl,c3-k7-s1-th
The local generator has 1 downsampling block and 3
residual blocks:
c32-k7-s1-in-rl,c64-k3-s2-in-rl,R64,R64,
R64,u-c64-k3-s1-in-rl,c3-k7-s1-th

Loss function. The loss function consists of three components, including an adversarial loss, VGG loss, and a feature
matching loss in the discriminator. Let Mo = {So , Ao , No }
be the inputs (OpenGL shading, albedo, and normals) for the
OpenGL-to-PBR shading generator, and S̄p = GSo→p (Mo )
be the predicted PBR shading. The adversarial loss with
S
respect to the shading discriminator LGAN (GSo→p , Do→p
) is

Guided filter. While the shading predicted by the generator
above is reasonable, it may have noise, discontinuities or
typical GAN blocking artifacts, which degrade the final image quality. We leverage the inherent spatial smoothness of
1

1.2. PBR-to-Real translation

defined as follows:




 Generator. The PBR-to-Real translation network has three
S
S
EMo ,Sp log Do→p
(Mo , Sp ) + EMo 1 − log Do→p
(Mo , S̄p )
S
I
S
generators including GA
p→r , Gp→r and Gr→p . Gp→r and
(3)
I
Gr→p have the same network architecture, which contains 2
downsampling blocks and 4 residual blocks:
where E is the integral of losses over all training samples,
c64-k7-s1-in-rl,c128-k3-s2-in-rl,
and Sp is the real PBR shading corresponding to Mo . By
c256-k3-s2-in-rl,R256,R256,R256,R256,
alternately minimizing generator loss and maximizing disu-c128-k3-s1-ln-rl,u-c64-k3-s1-ln-rl,
criminator loss, Equation 3 ensures that the conditional disc3-k7-s1-th
tribution of S̄p is aligned with Sp .
The albedo generator GA
I
p→r has a similar network archiSimilarly for Do→p , the adversarial loss function
S
tecture
to
G
except
that
it doesn’t have any downsamS
I
p→r
LGAN (Go→p , Do→p ) is defined as:
pling or upsampling blocks:



 c64-k7-s1-in-rl,c128-k3-s1-in-rl,
S
S
EMo ,Ip log Do→p
(Mo , Ip ) + EMo 1 − log Do→p
(Mo , I¯p )
c256-k3-s1-in-rl,R256,R256,R256,R256,
(4)
c128-k3-s1-ln-rl,c64-k3-s1-ln-rl,
c3-k7-s1-th
where Ip is the real PBR image, and I¯p is the predicted PBR
Discriminator. Both discriminators Dp and Dr share the
image.
same 70 × 70 PatchGAN architecture:
To improve the stability of GAN training, we also include
S
c64-k4-s2-lkrl,c128-k4-s2-in-lkrl,
a feature matching loss [6]. For Do→p
, the feature matching
S
c256-k4-s2-in-lkrl,c512-k4-s2-in-lkrl,
) is
loss LFM (GSo→p , Do→p
c1-k4-s1
T
We use Leaky ReLU with a slope of 0.2 as the activaX

1  S,i
S,i
tion function for intermediate convolutional layers. and use
||Do→p (Sp ) − Do→p
(S̄p )||1
(5)
EMo ,Sp
N
Sigmoid for the output layer.
i=1
where T is the number of layers in the discriminator, and
N is the number of elements in the feature maps. Such a
loss ensures that the fake samples output by the generator
have the same intermediate feature representations as real
I
samples in the discriminator. In terms of Do→p
, the feature
S
I
matching loss for LFM (Go→p , Do→p ) is defined in a similar
way:

EMo ,Ip

T
X

1  I,i
I,i
||Do→p (Ip ) − Do→p
(I¯p )||1
N
i=1

(6)

Finally we include a perceptual loss Lvgg (GSo→p ) between
the predicted PBR images and real PBR images:

EMo ,Ip

T
X

1
||VGGi (Ip ) − VGGi (I¯p )||1
N
i=1

min λFM LFM + λvgg Lvgg +

max

S
I
Do→p
,Do→p

We set λFM = λvgg = 5 in our experiments.

LGAN

where I¯r is the predicted real image (Equation 2 in the paper).
Similarly, the GAN loss LGAN (GIr→p , Dp ) for real to
PBR translation is:




EI¯p log Dp (I¯p ) + EIr 1 − log Dr (GIr→p (Ir ))
(10)
Finally an identity loss Lid (GIr→p ) is added to the real to
PBR generator GIr→p :
EI¯p ||GIr→p (I¯p ) − I¯p ||1

(7)

where T is the number of feature layers and N is the number
of elements in each feature map. We use a pre-trained VGG19 [5] network, VGG, to calculate the perceptual loss.
In summary, the networks are trained by optimizing the
following loss function:
GS
o→p

Loss function. In addition to the cycle consistency loss Lfor
and Lback defined in the paper, we include standard GAN
loss for both directions. For PBR to real translation, the
S
GAN loss LGAN (GA
p→r , Gp→r , Dr ) is:




EIr log Dr (Ir ) + ES̄p ,Āp 1 − log Dr (I¯r )
(9)



It ensures that when PBR images are fed to GIr→p , the generator should make minimal changes to the input. We don’t
S
include identity loss for GA
p→r and Gp→r .
In summary, the PBR to real networks are trained by
optimizing the following loss function:
min

S
I
GA
p→r ,Gp→r ,Gr→p

(8)

(11)

λcyc Lfor + λcyc Lback + λid Lid
+ max LGAN



Dp ,Dr

In our experiment, we set λcyc to 10 and λid to 5.

(12)

2. Results
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a) Figure 1: Sample images from the Real Estate
dataset [4].
b) Figure 2: Results for OpenGL-to-PBR translation (compared with pix2pixHD [6] with only shading and with
shading, albedo, and normals as inputs). Augments Fig.
7 and Table 1 in the main paper.
c) Figure 3: Results for PBR-to-Real translation (compared with CycleGAN [9]). Augments Fig. 8 and Table
1 in the main paper.
d) Figure 4 and Figure 5: Results for our full pipeline,
OpenGL-to-real translations (compared with CycleGAN [9] and T2 Net [8]). Augments Fig. 9 and Table 1
in the main paper.
e) Figure 6 and Figure 7: Results for surface normal estimation, trained on translated images (comparisons
with CycleGAN [9], T2 Net [8], and other baselines).
Augments Table 2 in the main paper.
f) Figure 8 and Figure 9: Results for depth estimation,
trained on translated images (comparisons with CycleGAN [9], T2 Net [8], and other baselines). Augments
Table 3 in the main paper.

Figure 1: Sample images from the Real Estate dataset [4].

(a) OpenGL image

(b) p2pHD-OpenGL

(c) p2pHD-S+A+N

(d) Ours

Figure 2: OpenGL-to-PBR translation. Pix2pix-HD [6] operating directly on the OpenGL shading (b) or using auxiliary
buffers as input (c) predicts inconsistent shading. Our method (d) generates images with much higher visual realism.

(a) OpenGL image

(b) Predicted PBR image

(c) CycleGAN

(d) Ours

Figure 3: PBR-to-Real translation. Compared to the original CycleGAN [9](c) that performs the translation in image space,
our method (d) can better preserves the structure of the textures and generate images with significantly fewer artifacts.

(a) OpenGL image

(b) CycleGAN

(c) T2Net

(d) Ours

Figure 4: Comparison on the full pipeline from OpenGL to Real against single stage translation with CycleGAN and T2 Net.

(a) OpenGL image

(b) CycleGAN

(c) T2Net

(d) Ours

Figure 5: Full OpenGL-to-real translation. Compared to single-stage image-space translations with CycleGAN [9] (b) and
T2 Net [8] (c), our results (d) synthesize significantly better lighting while retaining the structure of the textures.
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(a) Input image

(e) CycleGAN:
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(f) CycleGAN:

(c) OpenGL

(g) Ours

(d) T2Net

(a) Input image

(e) CycleGAN:

(b) Ground truth

(f) CycleGAN:

(c) OpenGL
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Figure 6: Comparisons on surface normal estimation. We compare our full pipeline (g) against models trained on: (c) OpenGL
images; (d) real images translated from OpenGL with T2 Net; (e) real images translated from OpenGL with CycleGAN; (f) real
images translated from predicted PBR images with CycleGAN. Our results better reconstruct the structure of the scene. White
arrows indicate regions where our predictions are more accurate.
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(d) T2Net

(a) Input image
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Figure 7: Comparisons on surface normal estimation. We compare our full pipeline (g) against models trained on: (c) OpenGL
images; (d) real images translated from OpenGL with T2 Net; (e) real images translated from OpenGL with CycleGAN; (f) real
images translated from predicted PBR images with CycleGAN. Our results better reconstruct the structure of the scene. White
arrows indicate regions where our predictions are more accurate.
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Figure 8: Comparisons on depth estimation. Brighter colors represent larger depth, while darker colors represent smaller depth.
We compare our full pipeline (g) against models trained on: (c) OpenGL images; (d) real images translated from OpenGL
with T2 Net; (e) real images translated from OpenGL with CycleGAN; (f) real images translated from predicted PBR images
with CycleGAN. Our results are more consistent with the structure of the scene. White arrows indicate regions where our
predictions are more accurate.
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Figure 9: Comparisons on depth estimation. Brighter colors represent larger depth, while darker colors represent smaller depth.
We compare our full pipeline (g) against models trained on: (c) OpenGL images; (d) real images translated from OpenGL
with T2 Net; (e) real images translated from OpenGL with CycleGAN; (f) real images translated from predicted PBR images
with CycleGAN. Our results are more consistent with the structure of the scene. White arrows indicate regions where our
predictions are more accurate.

